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Abstract

In this paper we describe the internal structure of the Arabic script pack-
age for the Ω typesetting system, as well as the techniques and tools used for
its development. This package allows typesetting using regular LATEX styles,
in all Arabic alphabet languages: Arabic, Berber, Farsi,Urdu, Pashto, Sindhi,
Uighur, etc.

We also give a description of the character codes added to Unicode, to ob-
tain the Unicode++ encoding, used by theΩ system for typesetting purposes.

1 Overview of the Ω Arabic Script Package

Typesetting with Ω is a process similar to typesetting with TEX: the user prepares
a “ source ” file, containing the text of hisher document and a certain number of macro-
commands for attribute changes of the text (font characteristics, language, case,
etc.), references to figures (included in graphical format files on disk) and other ma-
terial included in or accompanying the text.

Once this source file prepared,Ω is launched: it reads the file, expands the com-
mands and typesets the text accordingly. To perform this task,Ω loads and executes
several ΩTPs (Ω Translation Processes), which take care of low level properties of
the document (contextual analysis of the script, case switching according to script
and language, etc.). It also uses different fonts, most of which are virtual, in the
sense that they themselves call other fonts. On a higher level, such a document uses
LATEX packages, some of themmodified to take advantage of the additional features
of Ω vs. TEX.

The leading idea of the Ω Arabic Script Package (as of any Ω language pack-
age) is that the low level properties of the script have to be separated from higher
level typesetting commands. For example, contextual analysis of the Arabic script
has to be completely independent of the LATEX command level, so that one can use
Arabic text in any context (inside a table or a formula, or deeply nested inside sev-
eral LATEX environments and commands, etc.) and under any circumstances, as in
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the following example, which has been typeset with ordinary LATEX environments
and macros:

�@Ûns Ë@ÛIx
∫ ¯Û�Ë@�C�B×�

�A´C�
f(x) dx c@Ïn

There are two key aspects to Arabic script typesetting, unfortunately of unequal
complexity: the first one is contextual analysis, that is the fact that Arabic letters
change shape according to their position in a word, or according to the fact that they
are part of an abbreviation, etc. This aspect can be handled easily and efficiently by
ΩTPs. The second aspect is more global: it is the fact that Arabic script is written
from right to left.

Two methods can be applied: the first one is to change the default direction
of the whole document. This method is extremely efficient when the document is
entirely in Arabic, or if left-to-right text excerpts are exceptional. Being global,
this method applies also to page-level typesetting methods, such as the order of
columns in a multicolumn environment, etc. Of course,mathematical formulas are
not affected by this global direction change.

The second method is to keep left-to-right as default direction and to temporar-
ily switch to right-to-left for every Arabic script sentence. This can be practical for
a document where Arabic excerpts are exceptional.

2 Parts of the Ω Arabic Script Package

This package consists of the following elements:

1. The OmegaSerifArabic PostScript fonts: files omsea1.pfb, omsea2.pfb,
omsea3.pfb and the corresponding AFM files. A Sans-serif font (Omega-
SansArabic), as well as additional styles of the Serif font are under devel-
opment.

2. The virtual font omrl: files omrl.ovf, omrl.ofm, omsea1.tfm, omsea2.tfm,
omsea3.tfm.

3. The configuration file omrl.cfg,which is used by the PERLutilityMakeOVP
to create the virtual font out of the AFM files and other information.

4. A certain number of ΩTPs:

(a) 7arb2uni.otp, 7-bit Arabic/Farsi transcription to Unicode;

(b) 7ber2uni.otp, 7-bit Berber transcription to Unicode;

(c) 7urd2uni.otp, 7-bit Urdu transcription to Unicode;

(d) 7pas2uni.otp, 7-bit Afghanistani Pashto transcription to Unicode;
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(e) 7pap2uni.otp, 7-bit Pakistani Pashto transcription to Unicode;

(f) 7snd2uni.otp, 7-bit Sindhi transcription to Unicode;

(g) uni2cuni.otp, contextual analysis, sendingUnicode++ to cUnicode++
(‘ c ’ for ‘ contextual ’);

(h) cuni2oar.otp, cUnicode++ to omrl font.

These ΩTPs are available in human-readable and compiled binary format
(OCP), the latter being loaded by Ω on runtime.

5. A LATEX style (arabic.sty) defining a command that will activate and de-
activate the ΩTPs.

6. Documentation and test files (testarab.tex, testsind.tex).

3 Installation of the Ω Arabic Script Package

To use theΩArabic Script Package youmust haveΩ version 1.45 or higher installed
on your machine. Place OFM, OVF, TFM and OCP files where the system expects
to find them (if in doubt, consult the texmf.conf file). Keep the arabic.sty file
somewhere where it can be found by Ω. Finally add the following few lines to the
psfonts.map configuration file of odvips:

omsea1 OmegaSerifArabicOne </foo/omsea1.pfb
omsea2 OmegaSerifArabicTwo </foo/omsea2.pfb
omsea3 OmegaSerifArabicThree </foo/omsea3.pfb

where /foo stands for the absolute path of the directory containing the PFB files.
This is all you need to do: you can start already by launching Ω on files

testarab.tex and testsind.tex.
In the following sections we will describe the use of the package, from the end

users ’ point of view. We will assume that the user is familiar with the TEX typeset-
ting system and the LATEX macro package.

4 Basic Macros

Before starting a new document one has to choose if the “ background language ”
is going to be an Arabic alphabet language, in other terms, if we expect pages and
columns to be typeset from right to left, and the whole global page design to be
right-to-left oriented.

If this the case, then the macro \GlobalArabic[language] has to be used in
the document header, where the optional argument language is one of the follow-
ing: arabic (by default), farsi, urdu, pashto, sindhi, custom.

This macro will switch the global typesetting direction of the document to right-
to-left and will launch the ΩTPs necessary for the language chosen.
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Inside the document, independently of the choice of background language, one
can use LATEX environments arabic, berber, farsi, urdu, pashto, pashtop,
sindhi to switch to the corresponding language, and latin or greek to switch
to a Latin alphabet language or some flavour of Greek. It should be noted that these
macros are only temporary and will be adapted to a more global language-switching
scheme, currently being elaborated by the LATEX3 and Ω working groups.

5 Input of Arabic Alphabet Text

5.1 You Have an Arabic Keyboard

If you have an Arabic Keyboard, containing sufficiently many keys for the language
you want to typeset (for example, with a standard Arabic keyboard one can per-
haps typeset Farsi, possibly Urdu but not Pashto and certainly not Sindhi), you
need to configure Ω to your input encoding, by providing the appropriate input
ΩTP by use of the \ArabicInputEncoding macro, which you have to place in
the header of your document. We have already written such ΩTPs for three input
encodings: Macintosh Arabic (applemac, covering Arabic, Farsi,Urdu),Windows
Arabic (1256, covering Arabic and Farsi),MS-DOS Arabic ASMO (708, covering
Arabic only) and ISO 8859-6 (iso8859-6, covering only Arabic). If your equip-
ment is not in this list, go to section 6 to see how to write your own ΩTPs.

5.2 You Don ’ t Have an Arabic Keyboard

In that case you can use a Latin transcription: we have prepared ASCII Latin tran-
scriptions for each of the main Arabic-alphabet languages: Arabic, Berber, Farsi,
Urdu, Pashto (Afghanistani and Pakistani), Sindhi. Here they are:

5.2.1 Arabic/Farsi Transcription

A m p $ z � ` ª m Ê I Ù
'a c j } zh j gh ® n Î y Ý
'i g H � s � f ² 'n ä 'y i
'A a kh � sh � q ¶ -h Ò || `
"A 2 ch D S � v ì "h s E ü
b o d � D � k º e î
t u dh � T ¢ g º U × LLah >
th y r � Z ¦ l ¾ 'u e SLh P

Remarks:

1. The tah marbutah s can be written in two ways: "h or "t.

2. The waw × can be written in two ways: w or U.
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3. The hyphen in front of the transcription of Ò is only necessary to prevent con-
fusion between cases such as kh (�) and k-h ( »Ö ). We suggest you use it all
the time.

4. VERY IMPORTANT: the duplication of consonants (shaddah) is obtained by
writing the consonants twice. So for example, Dmm"h will produce �ÌKt and
not �ÌÌt ; to obtain the latter, type Dm-m"h, as for example in the word vw��Kº ,
which presents both cases, and which is typed t-tHrrk.

Vowels and other diacritics are obtained in the following way: (they are typed
after the consonant to which they belong)

fatha a
kasra i
damma u
soukoun <>
vertical fatha a|
fathatan aN
kasratan iN
dammatan uN

Example: it is a trivial task now to welcome you to this system of Arabic input,
by saying

\begin{arab}
\Huge
'aahlAaN wa sahlAaN!
\end{arab}

c@ÓÉD×@�@ÔÉD!
Example of vowelized Arabic:

:A@ÏHÔ@n2ÂCÎ@È@vB´@¼I�B³AÜÏ@´C�AÔ@n،×@¿@¼AÐHÔ@nvB´@¼I�B³AÜ
c@�@Ø@ÚCÔ@n×@³AÜ2¿C�@¤@�A2¿H�AÙ¿@�A¸@ÔBÌ@n.

transcribed:

li'aannahaA "Al<>'Ana laA tufakkiru fiI naf<>sihaA,
walakinnahaA tufakkiru fiI 'aakhaway<>haA
wafiI "Al<>khaTari "AlladhiI laHiqahumaA.
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5.2.2 Urdu Transcription

The Urdu transcription is similar to the Arabic/Farsi one described above, with a
few additional characters, and one exception.

The additional characters are ð, L and ^, transcribed by 't, 'd, 'r. The excep-
tion concerns the two different uses of the hah glyph Ò. In Urdu it can be used as
the second part of a digraph, such as for example ~F , in which case we transcribe it
as -h; it can also be the standard consonant hah, in which case we transcribe it by
x. Notice the four forms of the latter in Urdu: íìÖÒ , while in Arabic the same letter
is written ÓÔÖÒ .
Example:

íÌn�Ù£�²%�mÏý�ËnÏýË����wØ�vÔn»Öm»�»�Ü���»Ø»n¯�%�
»FF¿¼ÔníØm»�m%_mËÁ~nvnvØ×Òm�%��ü»Øm�wÛn¢�ýmñÔn»�
»ì���»F�ÚwnÚn%nÏÜË��pìn�Úwnvn»Ö¿¼ÔýíØjý��×²»Üpý��ËwÜ
ÏÖíØ.

transcribed:

xmArI Trf prAnE zmAnE my'n dstUr t-hA kx Agr ksI
shkhS kU kAghdh pr kchh lk-hA xUA grA p'rA ml jAtA tU Uh
As przE kU AHtyAT sE A't-hA kr kxy'n rk-h dytA yA pAnI mI'n
bxA dytA tAkx lk-hE xU'yE HrUf kI bE HrmtI nx xU.

5.2.3 Pashto Transcription

The Pashto transcription is similar to the Arabic/Farsi one described beyond, with
a few additional characters and some exceptions. We are proposing two ΩTPs, us-
ing the same transcription, for the two flavors of written Pashto: Afganistani and
Pakistani.

1. Afghanistani Pashto

A m 'z 0 'r ` D � g º -y Ý
b o c @ z � T ¢ l ¾ e ø
p $ H � zh j Z ¦ m Ê ay i
t u kh � 'g d ` ª n Î ey ö
't ü d � s � gh ® 'n æ || `
's y 'd N sh � f ² w ×
j } dh � x n q ¶ -h Ò LLah >
ch D r � S � k ¤ L SLh P

2. Pakistani Pashto
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A m 'z 0 'r ^ D � g ª -y ü
b o c @ z � T ¢ l ¾ e ü
p $ H � zh j Z ¦ m Ê ay ü
t u kh � 'g º ` ª n Î ey ü
't ð d � s � gh ® 'n Ï� || `
's y 'd L sh � f ² w ×
j } dh � x � q ¶ -h Ò LLah >
ch D r � S � k º L SLh P

Nevertheless, one should be aware that an automatic transcription from one
glyph set to the other is not possible because, for example, a letter such as n is
not used in Pakistani Pashto and can be replaced by � or�, depending on its pro-
nunciation in a given word.
Example of Afghanistani Pashto:

»Ö¯Øm`iEÖ�«¸ÁÚÖ�ÚnÎm×��K%ØÒ�l�m×ËÐÜ`EÖ«¸ÁÓ°Ö.
·ØvØÏÖ%Ô�aÙ»pÜ×jÏÜjÒj×Ï�ø×È`�Ù.j×Ï�×Î%Ô¬ÌÁm×m�m�Ò
×È`�Ù.¯ØowÐÖ¿Øm�m�Ò�Ó�Û��³xm�Ám×m�n��Ù.AØË�ÒEÖ«¸Á
�Únvq�Ó°ØË�Òm�m�Ò�¬Û´Ö»q�Ù.

and the same in Pakistani Pashto:

»Ö¯Øm^üEÖ�«¸ÁüÒ�ümÎm×��K%ØÒ�ý�m×ËÐý`EÖ«¸ÁÓ°Ö.
·ØvØÏÖ%Ô�_ü»�ý×jÏýjÒj×Ï�ü×È^�ü.j×Ï�×Î%Ô¬ÌÁm×m�m�Ò×È^�ü.
¯Ø�wÐÖ¿Øm�m�Ò�Ó�üü��³xm�Ám×m�n��ü.AØË�ÒEÖ«¸Á�ümvýp�
Ó°ØË�Òm�m�Ò�¬ý³Ö»ýp�ü.

transcribed:

k-h ghUA'ray chh d`ql yh zyAn AUDrrpUh shay dA
U mnI || chh `ql hghh. qUtUnh p-hs'rI kxI wzhnI zhh zhUnde
wlA'rdI. zhUndUn p-h`ml AUArAd-h wlA'rdI. ghUxtnh lUArAd-h
d-hreyshr ft ASl AUAsAs dI. cUmrh chh `ql zyAtebz hghUmrh
ArAd-h D`yf-h kebzI.

A variant form f of d is provided in the font. The user can change the ΩTPs
(see 6) so that the former is used instead of the latter.

5.2.4 Sindhi Transcription

Sindhi being a language with many more letters than Arabic, and using Arabic let-
ters in a way quite different than Arabic, it is not surprising that the Sindhi tran-
scription is fundamentally different from the Arabic, Farsi, Urdu and Pashto ones.
As a matter of fact we have tried to use as few non-alphabetic characters as possi-
ble, following a more-or-less rational scheme loosely based on the correspondence
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between Sindhi written in Arabic and in Devanagari script and the standard tran-
scription of the latter. Since shadda is much more seldom in Sindhi than in Arabic,
the “ double consonant = consonant + shadda ” convention is not valid in this tran-
scription; instead we propose a transcription of the shadda diacritic: +.

A m p $ dh T sh � kh º y Ý
'A a ph � .=d Z .s � .n Â 'y i
b o j } .d P .z � g º meN H
=b ø =j < .dh V ..t ¢ =g Ê ||eN G
bh , =n 8 =z � ..z ¦ l ¾ || `
t u c D r � ` ª m Ê
th ( ch H .r l gh ® n Î
.t  .h � z � f ² 'n ä
.th ô =kh � zh j q ¶ U × LLah >
=s y d � s � k ¦ -h Ò SLh P

Remarks:

1. The transcription / is used for constructions such as pJ (b/), vJ (t/), »J (kh/),
etc.

2. The waw × can be written in two ways: w or U.

Example:

vÐÔÑ§�Ým�nÎ»Þ%ÐÔÐ�Þ�Ó���»Þ��nÊ�»òØ%ØÏ�×G%ÐÔÐ�Þ
~�×~Ô�HZmÓ'%Û�m§�ñÞ.mÓØpJË¬ÀØÊ§�ñØ%ØÏ�×vJ�ÐUHÓ�
ajÞ×·xInIn)Þ�ÓÛØaÓÞG��ÌÑm�nÎ~ÞGm�nÎ~Þ~�×~Ô�
~Þ»É²§Ômm§Ômm»Ôn »ÔmÝ�ÓÛØaÓÞ.

transcribed:

tn-hn kry AsAn khy pn-hnjy =z-hnn khy sjA=g rkh'nU
pUndU ||eN pn-hnjy jdUj-hd meN .=dA-hp pydA kr'ny. AhU b/
m`lUm kr'nU pUndU t/ sndh meN hr 'A'yy wqt chA chA thy r-hyU
'Ahy ||eN dshmn AsAn jy ||eN AsAn jy jdUj-hd jy khlAf
k-h.rA
k-h.rA g-hA.t g-h.ry r-hyU 'Ahy.

5.2.5 Berber Transcription

The Berber transcription is different from the previous ones because it is based on
a tri-alphabetic system (Tifinagh, Latin and Arabic alphabets).1 The goal of this

1The reader can find more information inUn syst eme TEX berb ere, ¡Etudes et Documents Berb  eres,
11 (1994), La bo¢ıte  a Documents/ ¡Edisud, Paris (France).
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transcription is to enable output in the three alphabets, out of the same code. In
particular, since Latin alphabet has upper and lower case, it should be possible to
distinguish these (and of course ignore the distinction when typesetting in Arabic
or Tifinagh). In the table below, all transcribed letters are in lowercase ASCII, but
can very well be written also in uppercase, producing the same result: Tifinagh,
tifinagh or TIFINAGH will all three produce vÛ´ÛÐn® .

Tr. Lat. Ar. Tif. Tr. Lat. Ar. Tif. Tr. Lat. Ar. Tif.
a a m ! .h Ãh � 9 .s Ãs � :

b b o " i i Ý ( t t u 1

c c � # j j 8 ) .t Ãt ¢ ;

gh | ® = k k º * u u × 2

d d � $ l l ¾ + x x � 4

.d Ãd � 7 m m Ê , z z � 6

.e ª ª n n Î - .z Ãz M <

f f ² % .n £n .Î > .i i i (

g g ¢ & q q ¶ . -- _ I _
.g ¦g } 8 r r � /

h h Ò ' s s � 0

Remarks:

1. Letter × can also be transcribed w.

2. Letter Ù can also be transcribed y.

3. The stroke I is not to be confused with the graphical connecting stroke
keshideh. It is placed between words and plays a grammatical role.

4. Duplication of consonants (shaddah) again is transcribed by writing the cor-
responding consonant twice.

Example:

vÛ´ÛÐn®،�IvÛ�mvÛÌ�×K�mÎjÌn�Ú°Ñ.ÈKÏx�ÝvÌØ�uIÏK±�muvÛ�mÎ
vn«�mpx�IvÉ£ÛÐÛx.ÏKØ¿´nÏxI�K�mujÌÛ�Î×íÀKÛ�Ën�ÛÐÛ�Ñ.jÌn�Ú°Ñ
ÎjÌÛ�IÎ،vKn�×ÎIvÐx¯´ÛN�m،�¢Kj´�mÎ،¯µjî�×�Î،Ën�nvÛîKwÞ¯µ
ÚN»ØmÎ:vKn�×Î³ÁKIm�Ñj�ÍÎ×ËwK���،�×ÝIuIÚÉÎ،�×mÚÑÚ��Ê�Ý
vØ��uIÚ�m»KÑ×�uvKwKØÎjÐn£´n�Î.

transcribed:

Tifinagh, d--tira timezwura n .imazighen.
Llant di tmurt--nnegh dat tira n ta.erabt d--tla.tinit.
Nnulfant--edd dat .imir n ugellid Masinisen. .Imazighen n
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.imir--en, ttarun--tent ghefi.zra, degg .ifran, ghef .igduren,
maca tiggti ghef i.zekwan : ttarun fell--asen .isem n umettin,
d wi--t--ilan, d wayen yexdem di tudert--is akken ur t ttettun
.ina.tfaren.

The same code will produce the following output in the Tifinagh alphabet:

1(%(-!=, $_1(/! 1(,632/! - (,!6(=-. +@!-1 $( 1,2k_-A= $!1 1(/!

- 1!/!f $_1+!;(-(1. -A2+%!-1_$$ $!1 (,(/ - 2&+@($ ,!0(-(0-.
(,!6(=- - (,(/_-, 11!/2-_1-1 =%(</!, $&& (%/!-, =% (&$2/-, ,!#!
1(&i( =% (<*3!- : 11!/2- %+@_!0- (0, - 2j1(-, $ 3(_1_(+!-, $
3!5- 54$, $( 12$k_(0 !**- 2/ 1 11112- (-!;%!/-.

and the following one in the Latin alphabet:

Tifina|, d_tira timezwura n imazi|en. Llant di tmurt_nne| dat tira n
taªrabt d_tlaÃtinit. Nnulfant_edd dat imir n ugellidMasinisen. Imazi|en
n imir_en, ttarun_tent |efiÃzra, degg ifran, |ef igduren, maca tiggti |ef
iÃzekwan : ttarun fell_asen isem n umettin, d wi_t_ilan, d wayen yex-
dem di tudert_is akken ur t ttettun inaÃtfaren.

6 Writing Your Own Transcription

We have developed and presented in this paper a certain number of Arabic alphabet
language transcriptions for two reasons: first, to show the possibilities and power of
Ω, and second, to give a starting point for the user to create hisher own transcriptions.

The process of creating a new transcription is twofold: the first part, which can
be very difficult and painful, consists of finding the combination of letters, digits
and ASCII symbols which will transcribe each character; the second one, which is
straightforward (modulo some precautions) is to implement this inΩ by writing the
appropriate ΩTP.

6.1 A Good Transcription: Is it Possible?

There are (at least) two goals for a good transcription:

1. It has to be readable and easily memorizable. In other words, AHmd is better
than '.hmd, for denoting m�Ì� : although an apostrophe can be considered
a logical choice for transcribing an alif and the period in front of the h may
denote that it is an emphatic ‘ h’ sound, taking an A for alif and a capital H for
the emphatic h is more readable; also using rules such as “ uppercase ASCII
characters transcribe emphatic letters ” is an easy way to memorize the tran-
scriptions of �, ¢, �, �, ¦.
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2. It has to be complete and avoid ambiguities. Of course all letters of the tar-
get language have to be covered, but having many letters to transcribe leads
sometimes to ambiguities: for example taking h for Ò, k for º and kh for � are
perfectly logical choices; nevertheless there is a hitch: when you need to tran-
scribe »Ö you are tempted to write simply kh and this will of course produce
� instead. The solution we have given to this problem is to type a hyphen
between the letters which are not considered as a ‘ digraph ’, but this is only
a compromise solution: the user must constantly be aware of this problem,
and this is hardly the case when you are concentrated in your text...

It is clear that these two goals are contradictory: an accurate and unambiguous
transcription has to be complicated and will be difficult to read and memorize; a
friendly and easily readable transcription will be full of ambiguities.

An additional problem when making a transcription is to choose between (et-
ymo)logical, phonetic and graphical representations of characters. A typical ex-
ample is the standard Ω transcription of Greek: w is chosen for letter ω, this is a
purely graphical choice: the ‘ w ’ looks like an omega, but has absolutely no other
relation with, neither historical nor phonetic (the letter omega represents the sound
‘ o’ in modern Greek); b is chosen for letter β, this is an etymological choice: the
Latin ‘ B ’ derives from the ancient Greek ‘ B ’, otherwise β looks quite different than
‘ b’ and is pronounced ‘ v’ in modern Greek; finally, x is a phonetic transcription of
letter ξ; clearly they do not bear any resemblance, and historically it is not clear (at
least to the author)why ‘ x’ should be derived from ξ (their positions in the alphabet
is quite different as well, and this is an argument speaking against an etymological
relation between the letters).

The reader may object that this distinction between etymological, phonetic and
graphical representations is not relevant for Arabic alphabet transcriptions; actually
this is only partly true: take for example bh for,, this is an etymological transcrip-
tion in the sense that it reflects the standard transcription of the Indic alphabet letter
which corresponds to that Sindhi letter. Also ` for ayn is in some sense a graphical
representation: it has been chosen because it resembles the IPA transcription of the
ayn, which is ë. For the same reason, ' has been chosen for the hamza with carrier
(in c, e, etc.): the hamza ’ s IPA transcription is ʔ.

We hope to have convinced the reader that the making of a transcription is a
difficult task, needing a lot of thought, compromises and tests. Once again, we
would like to emphasize the fact that our transcriptions are only temptative propos-
als and should not be taken as standards of any kind; after all the power of Ω is that
it can work with any input transcription without affecting further processing, be it
contextual analysis, diacritic placement or esthetical ligaturing.

In the next section we will see how to implement a new transcription or change
an existing one by writing/modifying an ΩTP file. But first some generalities on
the ΩTPs used by the Arabic Ω system.
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6.1.1 The ΩTPs used by the Arabic Ω system

WhenΩ reads the text flow it places letters, digits and punctuation (whatever is not
an escape or special character) into a buffer. When it encounters a special character
it stops buffering and executes one after the other all currently active ΩTPs on the
buffer. In theory, ΩTPs could be used to arbitrarily send character combinations to
other combinations: one could very well imagine an ΩTP sending the string "Yan-
nis" to "John" and "John" to "Yannis", or "Microsoft Word" to "ʧµξ.ð"; neverthe-
less, such an ΩTP would not be of general use...

Our development has mainly been focused in building ΩTPs in accordance to
the following scheme:

Input text
foo2uni
−−−−−→ Unicode++

uni2foo
−−−−−→ DVI output

where foo2uni sends text encoded in an arbitrary encoding into Unicode++ (Uni-
code++ is Unicode extended for the needs ofΩ and typography), and uni2foo con-
verts Unicode++-encoded data into the encoding of the output font. By this method
we are able to keep completely separate input encoding and font encoding.

In the case of Arabic things are slightly more complicated since an additional
step is needed: contextual analysis. This is where our scheme proves to be ex-
tremely efficient: by performing contextual analysis on the level of Unicode++, and
hence obtaining the following new scheme:

Input text
foo2uni
−−−−−→ Unicode++

uni2cuni
−−−−−→ cUnicode++

cuni2oar
−−−−−→ DVI output

we still remain independent of both the input and the font encoding. Thismeans that
if we need to adaptΩ to a newArabic encoding we only need to indicate which code
position corresponds to which Unicode character, and, on the other hand, if we want
to adapt a new font to Ω, we only need to indicate which font position corresponds
to which contextual form of which character, in cUnicode++.

In the next section we will partly describe the syntax of ΩTP files by giving
examples of foo2uni cases.

6.2 Implementing a Transcription

The ΩTP files we will need for input encoding → Unicode++ transformations use
only part of the syntax of ΩTP files.2 Such an ΩTP file is of the following form:

input: 1;
output: 2;
expressions:
...
...

2The uni2cuni ΩTP file already needs more complicated constructions.
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where input: 1; output: 2; means that input is 8-bit while output is 16-bit, and
... are lines of the following form:

before => after ;

where before is an expression before the transformation, and after after it. For
example,

`a' => "o" ;

will transform all ‘ a ’ s in the file into ‘ o’ s.
How do we describe characters and strings? On the left side of => we can only

put separate characters: they can be written either as “ grave accent+ASCII char-
acter+apostrophe ” or as @"XYZT where XYZT are hexadecimal digits: in this case
we are not restricted to ASCII characters. The latter syntax can also be used on the
right side. For example,

`i'`j' => @"0133 ;
@"008E => @"00E9 ;

will send the string ‘ ij ’ to the Unicode++ character representing the Dutch ĳ liga-
ture, and the 8-bit code 8E (a Macintosh ‘ e ’ with acute accent) to the Unicode++
character 00E9 (which is the Unicode ‘ e ’ with acute accent).

On the right side of => we can also write complete strings, possibly containing
Ω commands, which will be forwarded to the next ΩTP or to the typesetting engine
of Ω. For example,

`~' => "\penalty10000" ;

sends the tilde character to the TEX command of infinite penalty.
3 We can also use

ranges on the left side: for example, `a'-`k' means “ all characters between a and
k”.

By using parentheses and the vertical bar on the left side,we obtain the Boolean
‘ or ’ operator:

(`E'|`e') => ;

for example, will send both uppercase and lowercase letters ‘ e ’ to nothing (a trans-
formation which would leave Perec ’ s book La disparition unchanged4).

This operator becomes even more useful by the fact that we can use on the right
side the exact character matched on the left side: the commands \1, \2, ... , \9 used
on the right side stand for the first, second, ..., ninth character matched on the left
side. For example:

3By this we obtain the same result as in TEX but without turning tilde into an active character, a
fact that TEX users will surely appreciate.

4Although there are rumors that there is a single ‘ e ’ in that book... The authors were not able to
find it yet.
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`c'(`a'|`e'|`i'|`o'|`u')`t' => "m" \1 "p" ;

will send cat, cet, cit, cot, cut respectively to map, mep, mip, mop, mup.
We can go even further: ΩTP syntax allows us to add or substract a fixed offset

to the characters matched on the left side. For example:

`a'-`z' => #(\1 - @"0020) ;

will substract 20 from the code position of the character found on the left side. The
characters on the left side being precisely lowercase letters, this offset will turn them
into uppercase ones.

6.2.1 Examples

The beginning of the ΩTP 7arb2uni, used to send the ASCII transcription of Ara-
bic to Unicode++, described in 5.2.1, to Unicode++, looks like this:

input: 1;
output: 2;

expressions:

`L'`L'`a'`h' => @"FDF2 ;
`S'`L'`h' => @"FDFA ;

`|'`|'`|'`|' => @"0621 @"0651 ;
`|'`|' => @"0621 ;
`z'`h'`z'`h' => @"0698 @"0651 ;
`z'`h' => @"0698 ;
`z'`z' => @"0632 @"0651 ;
`z' => @"0632 ;
`y'`y' => @"064A @"0651 ;
`y' => @"064A ;
`v'`v' => @"06A4 @"0651 ;
`v' => @"06A4 ;
`u'`N' => @"064C ;
`u' => @"064F ;

Let us take a closer look at these lines. The left sides `L'`L'`a'`h' and

`S'`L'`h' correspond to the (religious) ligatures > and P which appear in the
Arabic Presentation Forms part of Unicode, that ’ s why the code positions we send
them to are so high. The line `|'`|'`|'`|' corresponds to a double hamza; ac-
cording to our transcription rules, by writing a letter ’ s transcription twice without
intermediate hyphen,we get the letter followed by a shaddah diacritic. On the right
side of `|'`|'`|'`|' you see two codes: 0621 stands for the stand-alone hamza
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in Unicode++, and 0651 for the shaddah. The next line will send || to the stand-
alone hamza.

WARNING: the order of these lines is very important: transformations are
matched in the order lines are read. By putting the double hamza before the sin-
gle one, Ω will first look for a double hamza and only if it does not find any will
then proceed to transforming a single one.

For the same reason digraphs such as zh must appear before their first letter in
the ΩTP file (and trigraphs before the starting digraph, etc.). That ’ s why the order
of lines starting with a ‘ z ’ is ‘ zhzh ’, ‘ zh ’, ‘ zz ’, ‘ z ’. 5

Our sample file ends like this:

`h'`h' => #(@"0647) #(@"0651) ;
`h' => #(@"0647) ;
`-'`-'`-' => @"2014;
`-' => ;
. => #(\1) ;

This means that after having entered all digraphs using ‘ h’ as second character,
we enter the stand-alone ‘ h’, first as a double letter, and secondly as a single letter.
Finally we send the triple hyphen to an m-dash ‘—’ and the single hyphen to noth-
ing: its purpose is to prevent combinations of letters to be interpreted as digraphs:
when reading k-h, Ω will not match it with kh: it will first match k with letter kaf,
then send the hyphen to the vacuum of non-existence and when arriving to the h the
k will already be matched so that it is too late to construct a kh digraph.

The period at the beginning of the last line is part of the ΩTP syntax we have
not seen yet: it means ‘ any character ’. Since this is the last line of the file, we can
interpret it rather like ‘ any still not matched character ’. This line simply sends any
character not yet matched to itself.

6.3 Wrapping it up

Once the ΩTP file has been written or modified, one only needs to compile it (by
using the otp2ocp utility) and place it where Ω expects to find it. On the LATEX
command level, ΩTPs are loaded via the \ocp command, in a way similar to fonts:
to load the file foo2uni one will write

\ocp\FooUni=foo2uni

Of course this is preferably done inside a LATEX package or style file: the final
user should not need to deal with or understand this kind of code. Once the ΩTPs
are loaded they are combined into lists. In this way we can push or pop simulta-
neously ΩTPs on/from a stack. This is useful because a language switch usually

5There is a simple way of avoiding ordering problems: after having written this part of the ΩTP
file, run a line sorting program on it so that lines are sorted in inverse lexicographical order. This will
automatically place trigraphs before digraphs before singletons, etc.
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requires several ΩTPs to be changed at once. To define ΩTP lists we use the fol-
lowing syntax:

\ocplist\ArabicOCP=
\addbeforeocplist 100 \ArabUni
\addbeforeocplist 200 \UniCUni
\addbeforeocplist 300 \CUniArab
\nullocplist

The numbers (100, 200, 300) allow us to introduce additional ΩTPs, if neces-
sary, between the already defined ones. Finally, to activate/desactivate an ΩTP list,
we use the commands \pushocplist (followed by the name of the ΩTP list) and
\popocplist. To take a real life example,

\ocp\ArabUni=7arb2uni
\ocp\UniCUni=uni2cuni
\ocp\CUniArab=cuni2oar
\ocplist\ArabicOCP=
\addbeforeocplist 100 \ArabUni
\addbeforeocplist 200 \UniCUni
\addbeforeocplist 300 \CUniArab
\nullocplist
\pushocplist\ArabicOCP

is sufficient to load all ΩTPs necessary for typesetting in the Arabic language.

7 Availability and Further Information

The Ω system is entirely in the public domain. It can be obtained from any CTAN
server. The latest information on Ω and its Arabic system can be found on the Ω
server:

http://www.ens.fr/omega

courtesy of the ¡Ecole Normale Sup¡erieure de Paris.

8 Samples

Starting from next page, a few samples (Arabic, Berber, Sindhi). For these exam-
ples we have switched the background language to Arabic, so that even page num-
bers are in Arabic.
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٨.١c£´n¾m¿°npt

»nÎÄ��mßÀØºm¿¸�Ën`c�xv¬Û�Ë¬Ö��·��Ò،p¬�cÎËnvx�×~wÖ،×v�»x¿Ö
ËÑmÄ×È�zÉzt:cËÛ�ÚÑ×cËÛ�s.×·�m��m��rKmßÀ½Ä×È�Ò،p¬�×³ns×m¿�vÔÍmßÀ¼t،
×c�qKÔÍ�qKn»{Û�m؛¿Û¬ØK�ÔÍËn³¸�×ÒËÑ«¤µcËKÔÍ×�qKÔn¿ÔÍ،×v´¼Û�Ón³ÛÔÍ³؛¼nÎ
Ú�d¾«ÐÔÍ»ÀKÌn� �،×Ú´¼K�³ÛÔÍ»ÀKÌn��Á،×ÚØ�ÜpÔÍ»ÀKÌn��}،×Ú¤ÀqÔÍ»ÀKÌn
~À�¿wÐn×¾£¬nÊmÆ³¤n�c×m¿°�m`c×m¿�KnÙc×m¿¬�n`.

Ë�KÌtc�ÛÔnÄ×È�Ò،×�ÌKÌx³ÛÌnpÛÐÔn×p���Ï´�ÔncÎv¬ÌÁ��Km»ÁK×�ÛÀtËÌ¼Ðt
Æp¬n�ÓÍ«ÑcpÛÔÍ×m¿wK�ÀK�ËÐÔÍ.

×��ÚØÊËÑmÄÚKnÊ»nÎmÄËÛ�mÎÚÀ¬qnÎËc�wÔÌnmÄËÛ�s����mj¹m¿¸��p¬�
��×}mßÀ½،³�ØK·wÔÍ«ÌKwÔÍ×�qKqxg¿ÛÔÍm¿�KÓnoË¬Ông°m¿°npt¿ÀK¬no³ÛÔn،××«�vÔÍ
cÎv�ÚÔÍc�Ûn`~ÌÛÀt×c¿¬npn¿�Ú�s�n�Ksv�xmÄ��n�ÓÐnº.

³��K¶mÄËÛ�mÎ×mÄËÛ�sËn·n¿wÖ«ÌKwÔÍ،×�Ú¬�³ØmËnv�´ÛÖ«ÐÔÍËÑm¿�K�K،×�ÓqØm
Ë¬Ôn¿ÀK¬r×m¿�KÚn�t��c¿°npt،×Ë�nÓ�smÄ�n`m£§ÌÛÀt³ÛÔn،×�eÚtmÄ¿¬nom¿°�Úqt
v�xc��n�Ón.

×·��¬�mÄ£´n¾p��×�»{Û�«Ð�Ën��~ØmË«ÌKwÔÍ¿Ô�Òm¿�K�Àt.×c��×mÚÌ�ØÎ
Ë¬Ôn��m¿°npt�wKÜ×�ÀØmg°×�¤Ôn،³d��KØmpn¿wK¬rm¿�K�Ú�،×£Ô�u«ÉËnvÖ��
Ë�ÛwÔÍ،×«²×~ØÓÔÍp¬�Ó�Òm¿�K�Àtm¿¤KØÚÀtmßw¬qtm¿KwÜ�Ú��KpØÓnËÑ·qÁ.×ßnm
�¬�um¿¬ÌKtp��Ksv¬qÔÍ،·n¿x¿ÔÍ:ÏnËØmÓÐnv�xÓ�Òm¿�K��s�wKÜv� �m£Ø�ÚKnu
¿wÀ¬rcËnË¼Íc¿¬npn�v�×Ón،×�w��×Î��Ë�nÓ�vÔn»ÁK¿�Ks×��×�.

٨.٢mÈK¾Ý×�¸��ÎÚ �Ú�ÑΩ�vnËn�Ú°x

m�KÏ�K¼Ñ�×mÚ�ÚKµ×�¸��ÎΩÝvÛ�m�vØvÉÚxvnËn�Ú°x،mËn�vÛ´ÛÐn®،
mËn�Ú�¼KÛÀÑÚÉ£nÏÛKÑ.ÏØKÚ�KvnËn�Ú°xmÊ،vØvÉÚxÚ�K�Î)ÚwKØm�×Î�vÛ´ÛÐn®
vÛKÐnÚKÑ(:Ú�Ë�×Ë�mÎm�Ú��K×Ún¾KvÛ°Ø�mÎ×�Ø�K�ÎvÛ�m،Ý×m�mvÑ×�KÐnÏÑ،
Úw¼ÐÛ¼ÑÏ±Ý×Ú�Îv�Û¼KÉ،mÊ×Ú��K��mËÑÝ×�Ì�n�×Îv´�mÏ�Û�x.

Ω،�mË�ÉÝÎ×�ÌÛÔÁÝ×�Ø�K�ÎvÛ�m.mËØm»KÑÏN�m،�mÚÑÝ�KÚwKn»KÑ
ÚN×pKnM×m�vníKn�mÝ×�¸���×�ÛÔ�×،Ën�nÚ�K´½m�ÚÀÌ�×·�Km�»�mvØ�KÐÛØÚÑ.
ÏØÏ�m�،vnMKmÚxÎ×ßn�m،Ï�Ë�muKÏ�Û´�K�×�¸��ÎÚÐní�m×ÎÎ×�Ën�ÎvÛ�m،
Ú�°NmÏÑÎ×�ÌÛÔ�ÁÎ×m�mvÑ،ÚwKØm�K���m£n�)×Ú�ÚwKÐØ�×Î،��mÚÑ¯µ×Ë�mÎ،×Ú�
Ú�Ë�Îm��K��ËÑvn�Ë�uvn�Ì�Û�m×uÎ»�mÚÐní�m×ÎÚÌÔÉÏÑmÊ×Ú�ÎMacintosh,

Windows, Unix.
vnÏ nvnË�×m�×uÎΩ—¯n�v���mÝÚwKnÈ�ÑÚ�ÍÎΩ—،×�v²�mí�×�Ê

Ý×·�Km�.mÊ¢KÚÌ�ÉÚÑÎ×�ÌÛÔÁmºK،m�Ún�××Ë�mÎmÓÛÁ،�³KÛ�،muÚ�K´�Ø
m»KÑmuÚ�KØ¯n¾�mÏ¸n¾ÎvÌn�ÛÐx.�ÝΩ،mÓÛÁ�m�mÎ×��Ú�)Ï¤K Ñ
¯Ø��»�mÎv�ØÏ ÛØÚÑÝ×�qØÏÞ�v°�KnvnËNK×¿x(.m�´�Ø،�m�À¼ÍÎ×mÓÛÁ
Ω؛mÏîn¾ÎvÌn�ÛÐxm�m�KÚ´K°Ñ،�×ÚÑ،Ý�míÉÊÎ×�qw�mÝÚwKØ�Ø�K�Ñ،Ú¸KÛÌ�K
ÚÌÛ�Î×�Ì�n�×.

m»nÈÚn،Ú�Ë�muÚn²Ú´�®×ÚÑÚÐØËÑÚ�¸�m�ÎÚ �Ú�Ñ¯µMacintosh,
Windows،�×ÚKÛ¡،Ý�¢Km��Ú�m�KÚ´K±�Ýv�Ì�n�×um»KÑÚÉK¢K×·�ÚÁ

]mÏní�m×mÚwKØm�K����ÚK�ÌÛ�ÚÌÛØ�ÚÁ،�vîÀÛ�Úx« wysiwyg »،Ú��K°É�»�m:
m��Ú�m�m�KÚ�Ø³K±×·�Km�،m�ÚK²�¯n��v��KÝ×ËÞÚ�Kn×�×í�ÚÁ؛m�îÌØ�
m�m�Kv�Ø³K±v�Ì�n�×u،Ú�Ì�m�ÚK²�ÚØ��»�m.[
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ÚØm»KÑm�Ú¸KÛÍ×�¸����mÝ²×Ë�mÎ،Ú�Ë�m�Ú�K��Êm�°NmÎÚwKØm�K����mÈK¿Ñ
Ý×�Ën�.vn¯�KnvnËNK×¿xÎ×m�m)Ú°´n×Î،vÛ´ØÈ،vÛ��Km�ÚÑ،vÛ�ËÛÀ���vÛÐn�KmÚKÑ،vÛÌÛwn�
vÛÐÌØ�m¢،m�ÌÁÎv¼wnp���(،muKÚ�KÛ°n¾�ÞvqØÏÛxÎ×�°NmÏÐKÞ¯�v�ØÏ ÛØÚÑÎ
Ω.ÚÌÛ�،Ω،m�Ú�K´�ØmÏîn¿ÐKÞm�KÚ�KØ³K±m��Ú�ÚØ·NÎvn¯�KnvnËNK×¿xvnË�×m�×u،
Ën�nvÛ�mÚÐ�m�ÚÀÛÐx×È¯Ðx×ín�.

٨.٣§w���§�ËØlÚn~[ÓÑ

vÐÔÑ§�Ým�nÎ»Þ%ÐÔÐ�Þ�Ó���»Þ��nÊ�»òØ%ØÏ�×G%ÐÔÐ�Þ~�×~Ô�HZmÓ'
%Û�m§�ñÞ.mÓØpJË¬ÀØÊ§�ñØ%ØÏ�×vJ�ÐUHÓ�ajÞ×·xInIn)Þ�ÓÛØaÓÞG
��ÌÑm�nÎ~ÞGm�nÎ~Þ~�×~Ô�~Þ»É²§Ômm§Ômm»Ôn »ÔmÝ�ÓÛØaÓÞ.

m�nÎ»ÞmÓnpJ�q�Ó�å»Ô�~ÞvJm�nÎ~Þa�%n�GÚ�¼��mjÞHInIn
)Þ�ÓÛØaÓÞ.ÓÐ��wnÎHIn)Þ�ÓÛØaÓÞ،m³°nÏ�wnÎHIn)Þ�ÓÛØaÓÞ.«�m¶G
mÚ�mÎHIn)Þ�ÓÛØaÓÞGaË�Ú¨nG�Ø×ÚxÚØÏ���InIn�ØEÞ�ÓÛnaÓÑ.~[ÓÑ
m�nÎ�>Þ�ÏÛn~Þ�Ûn�xvÞG�>Þ�ÏÛn~Þ~�×~Ô�vÞG�>Þ�ÏÛn~Þ
vÐ�ÚÀ���vÞÏ¨��»Ð�m�ØÎGmÏÔÑvq�ÚÀ���~Þmz�Î»Þ%ÐÔÐ�ÞËÀ©،·ØÊG«�mÊvÞ
%ØÏ�ÝZ�Ð�m�ØÎvJmÏÔÑvq�ÚÀ���ËnÎ§ÔmmËÐ¡��G§ÔmmË{qxmz�aÓÑ.v[ÓÑjÞ
m�nÎ%ÐÔÐ�Þ~�×~Ô�»ÞpÔw�pJ§�Ý�¼ÔÐ�m�ØÎvJIØ!¨n�Ý×m�×�ÁpJËØ°�
×ÚÐ�m�ØÎ.

�ËØËn¿ÔÛØÎ§Ð�ÝGÏ¬�ÎÓòÐ�Ým�nÎ~Þ·ØÊIn¿ÛF�n¾%ÛmmjØÎG«�mo-ØËÛn
aÓÑGmÏÔÑÏ¬�Îm�nÎ~Þ·ØÊÈ`A×TÚ©%ÛmmjØÎG«�moÏn�¾§ÛnaÓÑ.~Û¨[ÓÑ
m�nÎHm<·ØÊ~ÞmËÛ�%Û�m)ÞaÓÞvJmÓnm�nÎ~Þ«ÌÁGm�nÎ~ÞpÞ¿Øy
~�×~Ô�~Þ§�Ý%Û�m)ÞaÓÞGËnjÔØm�nÎZmÏÔÑ×m~ÔnjÞ�ÓÛnaÓÑ.vJm�nÎ
jÞaÓÛØÎ~Û¨Þ§�FÏJ§�F§Ð�m�ØÎ.%�m�nÎ»ÞZ�òØaÓÞvJ�ÏÛn~Þ
mÏ��In)Þ�ÓÛØaÓÞGm�nÎ~Ø��ÌÑ§ÛkÑ�n¿���»Þ%ÐÔÐ�ÑË´n�ÎH§wrañå
~Þ§Ø��§�Ý�ÓÛØaÓÞ،mÏÔÞ`@~ÞÈ`A��×�ÝaÓÞvJm�nÎ%näHZmÓ'%Û�m
§�ÚØÎG%näH=nä~ØÓ©×�Û��mÏØ%Û�m§�ÚØÎ.Gm�nÎËØ~Ø�Ò�Ø�u�n¾
»Þ�Ì�ÔåÈ`A�×�Ë�Ò~ÞËÛQÚnG�ÏÛn~ÞmÏ��)ÛÐ�l§n�×mj���vÞ»Ô�ÝÏ¨��»ØÎ
vJ��ÌÑG~n��Ûx%�Ð�·ØvØÎGm�nÎvÞ·np¡·ØvØÎ�ÏÛn~ÞmÏ��)ÛÐ�lvq�ÚÀ���
»Þ�Ð�Î�¹HG�Ð�ÎË´n�Î~Þ�¹H،�ÐUvÞ~n��Ûx·nñÍ�»å~Þ�¹H،
�ÐU»ÞË�w¸Á·q ÞH§�ä~Þ�¹H§ÛkÑ§wrañÞ�ÓÛØÎaÓÑ.
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